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1. Inside view of closure. 

 
2. Trim steel wires to 20 mm above 

each cable butt and crimp the wire 
ends into a single CWI-8A1 

3. Create splice gap of approximately 
65 mm. Insert conductor wires into 
CWI-8A1 Connectors allowing 
30mm wire from the horizontal 
splice. 

 

  
4. Pre Crimp each connector by hand. 

 
 

5. Finish crimping all the connectors fully using the 8B-crimping 
tool. With the splice fully prepared and terminated position 
within the central splice gap. 

 

  
6. For the following configurations: 
- 1 in, 1 out: Remove entry blank at single entry end of the closure. Do 

NOT remove the entry blank at double entry end of the closure. Route 
each cable through cable entry sealing points at each end, push the cables 
down fully into each cable entry retention gate to ensure the blanking rod is 
pushed into the spare cable entry sealing point. Dress splice jointing cavity. 

- 1 in, 2 out: Remove ALL entry blanks. Route each cable through the cable 
entry sealing points at each end and push the cables down fully into each 
cable entry retention gate, discard the blanking rod. Dress splice into jointing 
cavity. 

- Butt configuration 2 cables one end: knockout the entry blank at 2-entry 
end only leaving the single entry blanked. Route each cable through the cable 
entry sealing points at the double entry end and push the cables down fully 
into each cable entry retention gate. Ensure the blanking rod is pushed into 
the cable entry sealing point at the single entry end. Dress splice into jointing 
cavity. 

7. Close the closure and ensure the 
latches are fully closed. Ensure the 
following steps are performed: 
a) Fold lid over - Starting at the 

end side on the left, over to the 
right and back along the middle 

b) Make sure you have heard 4 
clicks and that all clips are firmly 
closed 

Security seal can be installed if required. 
Centre boss now has increased in width 
to accept full range of fixing straps- 
Security bobble type, Releasable and 
Self-locking. Ridge also formed on top 
and lower covers to indicate to the jointer 
fixing position for Cable ties. 
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